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### Musical Symbols

#### Bars
- `\u1d100` MUSICAL SYMBOL SINGLE BARLINE
- `\u1d101` MUSICAL SYMBOL DOUBLE BARLINE
- `\u1d102` MUSICAL SYMBOL FINAL BARLINE
- `\u1d103` MUSICAL SYMBOL REVERSE FINAL BARLINE
- `\u1d104` MUSICAL SYMBOL DASHED BARLINE
- `\u1d105` MUSICAL SYMBOL SHORT BARLINE

#### Codas
- `\u1d106` MUSICAL SYMBOL LEFT REPEAT SIGN
- `\u1d107` MUSICAL SYMBOL RIGHT REPEAT SIGN
- `\u1d108` MUSICAL SYMBOL REPEAT DOTS
- `\u1d109` MUSICAL SYMBOL DAL SEGNO
- `\u1d10a` MUSICAL SYMBOL DA CAPO
- `\u1d10b` MUSICAL SYMBOL SEGNO
- `\u1d10c` MUSICAL SYMBOL CODA

#### Figure repetitions
- `\u1d10d` MUSICAL SYMBOL REPEATED FIGURE-1
- `\u1d10e` MUSICAL SYMBOL REPEATED FIGURE-2
- `\u1d10f` MUSICAL SYMBOL REPEATED FIGURE-3

#### Holds and pauses
- `\u1d110` MUSICAL SYMBOL FERMATA
- `\u1d111` MUSICAL SYMBOL FERMATA BELOW
- `\u1d112` MUSICAL SYMBOL BREATH MARK
- `\u1d113` MUSICAL SYMBOL CAESURA

#### Staff brackets
- `\u1d114` MUSICAL SYMBOL BRACE
- `\u1d115` MUSICAL SYMBOL BRACKET

#### Staves
- `\u1d116` MUSICAL SYMBOL ONE-LINE STAFF
- `\u1d117` MUSICAL SYMBOL TWO-LINE STAFF
- `\u1d118` MUSICAL SYMBOL THREE-LINE STAFF
- `\u1d119` MUSICAL SYMBOL FOUR-LINE STAFF
- `\u1d11a` MUSICAL SYMBOL FIVE-LINE STAFF
- `\u1d11b` MUSICAL SYMBOL SIX-LINE STAFF

#### Tablature
- `\u1d11c` MUSICAL SYMBOL SIX-STRING FRETBOARD
- `\u1d11d` MUSICAL SYMBOL FOUR-STRING FRETBOARD

#### Clefs
- `\u1d11e` MUSICAL SYMBOL G CLEF
- `\u1d11f` MUSICAL SYMBOL G CLEF OTTAVA ALTA
- `\u1d120` MUSICAL SYMBOL G CLEF OTTAVA BASSA
- `\u1d121` MUSICAL SYMBOL C CLEF
- `\u1d122` MUSICAL SYMBOL F CLEF
- `\u1d123` MUSICAL SYMBOL F CLEF OTTAVA ALTA
- `\u1d124` MUSICAL SYMBOL F CLEF OTTAVA BASSA
- `\u1d125` MUSICAL SYMBOL DRUM CLEF-1
- `\u1d126` MUSICAL SYMBOL DRUM CLEF-2

#### Rest
- `\u1d129` MUSICAL SYMBOL MULTIPLE MEASURE REST
  - used to represent rests of arbitrary lengths, extending across multiple measures
  - `\u1d13a` MUSICAL SYMBOL MULTI REST

#### Time signatures
- `\u1d134` MUSICAL SYMBOL COMMON TIME
- `\u1d135` MUSICAL SYMBOL CUT TIME

#### Octaves
- `\u1d136` MUSICAL SYMBOL OTTAVA ALTA
- `\u1d137` MUSICAL SYMBOL OTTAVA BASSA
- `\u1d138` MUSICAL SYMBOL QUINDICESIMA ALTA
- `\u1d139` MUSICAL SYMBOL QUINDICESIMA BASSA

#### Rests
- `\u1d13a` MUSICAL SYMBOL MULTI REST
  - double whole-rest, breve rest
  - `\u1d129` MUSICAL SYMBOL MULTI MEASURE REST

#### Accidentals
- The most common accidentals are encoded in the
  Miscellaneous Symbols block.
- `\u266d` music flat sign
- `\u266e` music natural sign
- `\u266f` music sharp sign

- `\u1d12a` MUSICAL SYMBOL DOUBLE SHARP
- `\u1d12b` MUSICAL SYMBOL DOUBLE FLAT
- `\u1d12c` MUSICAL SYMBOL FLAT UP
- `\u1d12d` MUSICAL SYMBOL FLAT DOWN
- `\u1d12e` MUSICAL SYMBOL NATURAL UP
- `\u1d12f` MUSICAL SYMBOL NATURAL DOWN
- `\u1d130` MUSICAL SYMBOL SHARP UP
- `\u1d131` MUSICAL SYMBOL SHARP DOWN
- `\u1d132` MUSICAL SYMBOL QUARTER TONE SHARP
- `\u1d133` MUSICAL SYMBOL QUARTER TONE FLAT

#### Noteheads
- `\u1d143` MUSICAL SYMBOL X NOTEHEAD
- `\u1d144` MUSICAL SYMBOL PLUS NOTEHEAD
- `\u1d145` MUSICAL SYMBOL CIRCLE X NOTEHEAD
- `\u1d146` MUSICAL SYMBOL SQUARE NOTEHEAD WHITE
- `\u1d147` MUSICAL SYMBOL SQUARE NOTEHEAD BLACK
- `\u1d148` MUSICAL SYMBOL TRIANGLE NOTEHEAD UP WHITE
- `\u1d149` MUSICAL SYMBOL TRIANGLE NOTEHEAD UP BLACK
- `\u1d14a` MUSICAL SYMBOL TRIANGLE NOTEHEAD LEFT WHITE
- `\u1d14b` MUSICAL SYMBOL TRIANGLE NOTEHEAD LEFT BLACK
- `\u1d14c` MUSICAL SYMBOL TRIANGLE NOTEHEAD RIGHT WHITE
- `\u1d14d` MUSICAL SYMBOL TRIANGLE NOTEHEAD RIGHT BLACK
- `\u1d14e` MUSICAL SYMBOL TRIANGLE NOTEHEAD DOWN WHITE
Musical Symbols

Notes

- MUSICAL_SYMBOL_BREVE
- MUSICAL_SYMBOL_WHOLE_NOTE
- MUSICAL_SYMBOL_HALF_NOTE
- MUSICAL_SYMBOL_QUARTER_NOTE
- MUSICAL_SYMBOL_EIGHTH_NOTE
- MUSICAL_SYMBOL_SIXTEENTH_NOTE
- MUSICAL_SYMBOL_THIRTY-SECOND_NOTE
- MUSICAL_SYMBOL_SIXTY-FOURTH_NOTE
- MUSICAL_SYMBOL_ONE_HUNDRED_TWENTY-EIGHTH_NOTE

Stems

- MUSICAL_SYMBOL_COMBINING_STEM
- MUSICAL_SYMBOL_COMBINING_SPRECHGESANG_STEM

Tremolos

- MUSICAL_SYMBOL_COMBINING_TREMOLO-1
- MUSICAL_SYMBOL_COMBINING_TREMOLO-2
- MUSICAL_SYMBOL_COMBINING_TREMOLO-3
- MUSICAL_SYMBOL_FINGERED_TREMOLO-1
- MUSICAL_SYMBOL_FINGERED_TREMOLO-2
- MUSICAL_SYMBOL_FINGERED_TREMOLO-3

Augmentation dot

- MUSICAL_SYMBOL_COMBINING_AUGMENTATION_DOT

Flags

- MUSICAL_SYMBOL_COMBINING_FLAG-1
- MUSICAL_SYMBOL_COMBINING_FLAG-2
- MUSICAL_SYMBOL_COMBINING_FLAG-3
- MUSICAL_SYMBOL_COMBINING_FLAG-4
- MUSICAL_SYMBOL_COMBINING_FLAG-5

Articulation

- MUSICAL_SYMBOL_COMBINING_ACCENT
- MUSICAL_SYMBOL_COMBINING_STACCATO
- MUSICAL_SYMBOL_COMBINING_TENUTO
- MUSICAL_SYMBOL_COMBINING_STACCATISSIMO
- MUSICAL_SYMBOL_COMBINING_MARCATO
- MUSICAL_SYMBOL_COMBINING_MARCATO-STACCATO
- MUSICAL_SYMBOL_COMBINING_ACCENT-STACCATO
- MUSICAL_SYMBOL_COMBINING_LOURE
- MUSICAL_SYMBOL_ARPEGGIATO_UP
- MUSICAL_SYMBOL_ARPEGGIATO_DOWN
- MUSICAL_SYMBOL_COMBINING_DOT
- MUSICAL_SYMBOL_COMBINING_RIP
- MUSICAL_SYMBOL_COMBINING_FLIP
- MUSICAL_SYMBOL_COMBINING_SMAR
- MUSICAL_SYMBOL_COMBINING_DOUBLE_TONGUE
- MUSICAL_SYMBOL_COMBINING_TRIPLE_TONGUE
- MUSICAL_SYMBOL_COMBINING_MEZZO
- MUSICAL_SYMBOL_COMBINING_FORTE
- MUSICAL_SYMBOL_COMBINING_CESSE
- MUSICAL_SYMBOL_COMBINING_DECESSE

Dynamics

- MUSICAL_SYMBOL_PIANO
- MUSICAL_SYMBOL_MEZZO
- MUSICAL_SYMBOL_FORTE

Ornaments

- MUSICAL_SYMBOL_GRACE_NOTE_SLASH
- MUSICAL_SYMBOL_GRACE_NOTE_NO_SLASH
- MUSICAL_SYMBOL_TR
- MUSICAL_SYMBOL_TURN
- MUSICAL_SYMBOL_INVERTED_TURN
- MUSICAL_SYMBOL_TURN_SLASH
- MUSICAL_SYMBOL_TURN_UP
- MUSICAL_SYMBOL_ORNAMENT_SLASH-1
- MUSICAL_SYMBOL_ORNAMENT_SLASH-2
- MUSICAL_SYMBOL_ORNAMENT_SLASH-3
- MUSICAL_SYMBOL_ORNAMENT_SLASH-4
- MUSICAL_SYMBOL_ORNAMENT_SLASH-5
- MUSICAL_SYMBOL_ORNAMENT_SLASH-6
- MUSICAL_SYMBOL_ORNAMENT_SLASH-7
- MUSICAL_SYMBOL_ORNAMENT_SLASH-8
- MUSICAL_SYMBOL_ORNAMENT_SLASH-9
- MUSICAL_SYMBOL_ORNAMENT_SLASH-10
- MUSICAL_SYMBOL_ORNAMENT_SLASH-11

Analytics

- MUSICAL_SYMBOL_HAUPTSTIMME
- MUSICAL_SYMBOL_NEBENSTIMME
- MUSICAL_SYMBOL_END_OF_STIMME
- MUSICAL_SYMBOL_END_OF_STIMME
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1D1AA</td>
<td>MUSICAL SYMBOL COMBINING DOWN BOW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D1AB</td>
<td>MUSICAL SYMBOL COMBINING UP BOW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D1AC</td>
<td>MUSICAL SYMBOL COMBINING HARMONIC PIZZICATO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D1AD</td>
<td>MUSICAL SYMBOL COMBINING SNAP PIZZICATO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D1AE</td>
<td>MUSICAL SYMBOL PEDAL MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D1AF</td>
<td>MUSICAL SYMBOL PEDAL UP MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D1B0</td>
<td>MUSICAL SYMBOL HALF PEDAL MARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D1B1</td>
<td>MUSICAL SYMBOL GLISSANDO UP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D1B2</td>
<td>MUSICAL SYMBOL GLISSANDO DOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D1B3</td>
<td>MUSICAL SYMBOL WITH FINGERNAILS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D1B4</td>
<td>MUSICAL SYMBOL DAMP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D1B5</td>
<td>MUSICAL SYMBOL DAMP ALL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D1B6</td>
<td>MUSICAL SYMBOL MAXIMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D1B7</td>
<td>MUSICAL SYMBOL LONGA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D1B8</td>
<td>MUSICAL SYMBOL BREVIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D1B9</td>
<td>MUSICAL SYMBOL SEMIBREVIS WHITE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D1BA</td>
<td>MUSICAL SYMBOL SEMIBREVIS BLACK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D1BB</td>
<td>MUSICAL SYMBOL MINIMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D1BC</td>
<td>MUSICAL SYMBOL MINIMA BLACK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D1BD</td>
<td>MUSICAL SYMBOL SEMIMINIMA WHITE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D1BE</td>
<td>MUSICAL SYMBOL SEMIMINIMA BLACK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D1BF</td>
<td>MUSICAL SYMBOL FUSA WHITE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D1C0</td>
<td>MUSICAL SYMBOL FUSA BLACK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D1C1</td>
<td>MUSICAL SYMBOL LONGA PERFECTA REST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D1C2</td>
<td>MUSICAL SYMBOL LONGA IMPERFECTA REST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D1C3</td>
<td>MUSICAL SYMBOL BREVIS REST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D1C4</td>
<td>MUSICAL SYMBOL SEMIBREVIS REST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D1C5</td>
<td>MUSICAL SYMBOL MINIMA REST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D1C6</td>
<td>MUSICAL SYMBOL SEMIMINIMA REST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D1C7</td>
<td>MUSICAL SYMBOL TEMPUS PERFECTUM CUM PROLATIONE PERFECTA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D1C8</td>
<td>MUSICAL SYMBOL TEMPUS PERFECTUM CUM PROLATIONE IMPERFECTA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D1C9</td>
<td>MUSICAL SYMBOL TEMPUS PERFECTUM CUM PROLATIONE DIMINUTION-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D1CA</td>
<td>MUSICAL SYMBOL TEMPUS PERFECTUM CUM PROLATIONE DIMINUTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D1CB</td>
<td>MUSICAL SYMBOL TEMPUS IMPERFECTUM CUM PROLATIONE IMPERFECTA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D1CC</td>
<td>MUSICAL SYMBOL TEMPUS IMPERFECTUM CUM PROLATIONE IMPERFECTA DIMINUTION-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D1CD</td>
<td>MUSICAL SYMBOL TEMPUS IMPERFECTUM CUM PROLATIONE IMPERFECTA DIMINUTION-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D1CE</td>
<td>MUSICAL SYMBOL TEMPUS IMPERFECTUM CUM PROLATIONE IMPERFECTA DIMINUTION-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D1CF</td>
<td>MUSICAL SYMBOL CROIX</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>